
Attendees Found Will’s Presentation

100% Found Will’s Presentation

96% Want To Hear Will Speak Again

Complaints & Complainers Lead To...

Negative Workplace Culture - Complaints from customers, coworkers,
friends, family, the news, and social media poison attitudes leading to an
unhappy, unproductive, and unprofitable workplace culture.

Lower Profits - Complaining increases stress, illness, absenteeism, burnout,
and turnover negatively impacting the bottom line.  

Leadership Problems - Complaining causes discord, creates alliances, and
kills cooperation.

Mental Health Issues - Complaining increases stress, anxiety, and 
       burnout limiting the ability to think clearly and perform efficiently.

Lack Of Future Focus - Complaining keeps attention on past 
       mistakes obscuring new solutions and future opportunities.

Decreased Sales - Complaining customers will soon become 
       former customers if their complaints are not handled correctly.

The Complaint Free Solution

People complain for only one of five reasons remembered by the acronym
G.R.I.P.E. -- Get attention, Remove Responsibility, Inspire envy, gain Power, and
to Excuse their poor performance.

Understanding the real motivation behind any complaint and how to address
each type of complaint will dramatically improve employee retention, workplace
culture, customer relationships, sales, and profitability.
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Great interaction with the crowd, makes the
speaker enjoyable to listen to!

-Derrick B.    

  A lot of great takeaways for how to deal with 
chronic complainers in my life.

-Anthony P.

I wish I had this knowledge 30 years ago!
-Dirk B.

  Uplifting and eye-opening about how
complaining is so dangerous.

-Brenda D.

Fun. Relevant for life!
-Pam O.

The session was informative, relevant, and entertaining.
-Rob T.

Great reset! I can think of specific problems I
can extract myself from using this technique.

-Tim C.

Creative and inspirational as well as actionable!
-Emily J.    

I really enjoyed the personal experiences to help connect to Will's
speech. And how relatable it is to things I deal with every day.

-Jacob W.
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